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Abstract
Uncertainty is perceived as the means of removing the obstacles to growth through the activation of Knightian entrepreneurship. A dynamic stochastic model of continuous-time growth is proposed and empirically
tested, including equilibrating and creative entrepreneurial activity. We find that uncertainty affects economic
growth and the rate of return, and causes structural changes in portfolio shares for the two types of entrepreneurial events. Structural change depends mainly on the intertemporal rate of substitution, productivity ratios,
and finally intersectoral difference in return and risk.
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1. Introduction
This paper examines the relationship between growth and
risk through structural change. Structural change is analyzed through the examination of growth, since it relates
to entrepreneurship and uncertainty. Uncertainty is treated
as the means of removing barriers to growth through the
activation of Knightian entrepreneurship.
We assume that growth is the result of equilibrating
and creative entrepreneurial events. Equilibrating entrepreneurial events (adaptive behaviour) are the most
common ones and bring demand and supply to an equilibrium [1]. On the other hand, creative entrepreneurial
events (innovative Schumpeterian behaviour) are those
that result from the creation of new (innovative) products
and services.
Considering structural change issues prompts discussion of ‘why industries grow at different rates and which
industries come to have an increasing weight in the total
output while others decline and eventually wane’ [2]. In
search for an answer, researchers usually bring up differences in income elasticities of domestic demand, supplyside productivity differences, or different productivity
growth rates, which is the result of selection mechanisms
within the general evolutionary process [2–10]. Changes
in the relationship between intersectoral conditions of
risk and return are believed to have implications for
structural changes and economic growth. Thus, risk and
uncertainty are examined in the framework of structural
change and economic growth. Intuitively one can expect
to find a causal relationship between uncertainty and
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structural change. However, this has not yet been verified
using a growth structural change model.
A dynamic stochastic model of continuous-time growth
is proposed, including two basic types of entrepreneurial
events, based on the work of Turnovsky [11]. It includes
three distinct ‘crucial’ individual concepts: growth rates,
portfolio shares, and rates of return. Thus, our analysis
includes the performance indexes (growth rates), ‘incentives’ (rates of returns) and ‘results’ (portfolio shares) of
entrepreneurial behaviour. This paper therefore contributes to the analysis of uncertainty, entrepreneurship, and
risk. It also contributes to the analysis of structural change
patterns with regards to risk.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 of the paper the sustainable growth conditions are
discussed. Section 3 provides a short literature review on
structural change. In Section 4 we introduce the model
and its implications. Section 6 concludes.

2. Sustainable Growth and Uncertainty
The purpose of this study is to establish a theoretically
acceptable relationship between growth and uncertainty
taking into consideration the role of entrepreneurship.
The argument runs as follows: uncertainty activates entrepreneurship, which stimulates social capital and influences growth. Thus, the focus is on the relationship
between growth, entrepreneurship, and uncertainty. Social
capital is the common ground where entrepreneurship
and uncertainty operate. Do the above dynamics work
towards the elimination of obstacles to sustainable growth?
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Lucas [12] rearranges the neoclassical model and establishes that our attention should be on human capital
and its externalities on labour (L). Romer [13,14] augments this theory, arguing that additional investment in
research could result in increasing returns through
knowledge spillover embodied in human capital. What is
important here is alertness ([15], i.e. the ‘know- ledge’ of
where to find market data [16]). The process of finding
entrepreneurial opportunities relates to the stock of
knowledge (social capital) inherent in everyday life experience [17].
Yu [17], utilising a) Kirzner’s [14] theory of entrepreneurial discovery, b) Schumpeter’s [18] two types of
economic responses (extraordinary and adaptive), and c)
the Austrian theory of institutions as building blocks,
constructs an entrepreneurial theory of institutional change
and social capital accumulation. Yu [17,19], as well as
other researchers in the field, do not use the concept of
social capital as an alternative for institutions. However,
social capital as defined by Westlund and Bolton [20] is
greatly comparable to the concept of institutions, as described in Yu [17,19]. The process of institutional change
is the continuous interaction between entrepreneurial
exploitation and exploitation of opportunities [21]. Institutions (stores of knowledge) emerge as a consequence
of the attempt to reduce structural (as opposed to neoclassical static) uncertainty. Therefore, entrepreneurship
expands institutional development and social capital accumulation. Evidently in this process there are secondround effects. Social capital accumulation boosts entrepreneurship through externalities. These externalities
promote the distribution of information and generate
asymmetric information. At the same time, institutions
reinforce entrepreneurial alertness and the process of
discovering new entrepreneurial opportunities [19]. Thus,
entrepreneurship increases social capital. Thus entrepreneurship affects growth positively through social capital
accumulation.
According to Brouwer [22], in Knight’s [23] view, true
uncertainty is the only source of profits because they
vanish as soon as change becomes predictable, or they
become costs if uncertainty is hedged. Brouwer [22]
shows that diminishing returns to investment in innovation can be avoided with the use of Knightian uncertainty.
This can be achieved through R&D cooperation; that is,
by creating social capital through R&D networks. We
can therefore suggest that uncertainty makes perpetual
innovation more likely. Thus, growth and uncertainty are
positively related. Knight [23] supports that rates of return on entrepreneurial investment vary around an average, and it is the relative entrepreneurial ability that is
rewarded.
Entrepreneurs also create a great deal of uncertainty
through Schumpeterian innovation, which creates confusion in the market. A lack of entrepreneurship indicates
an over-reliance on old structures, interpretations, and
understandings [17]. Thus, entrepreneurial activation is
positively related with uncertainty.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes
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From the above analysis, we can conclude that entrepreneurship and uncertainty are related, with the latter
positively affecting entrepreneurship. Therefore, growth
and uncertainty are related, with the latter positively affecting growth.
Montobbio [2], in his critical and concentrated literature review, presents three main trends stemming from
studies on structural change:
a) Endogenous growth models assess the determinants
of aggregate growth in a multi-sectoral economy [14,24]
but they incur difficulties in explaining major processes
of structural change.
b) Industry life-cycle models examine growth, maturity and decline [25] but do not address 1) demand pressures and 2) the relationship between growth and sector
that decline.
c) The supply and demand side factors approach seems
to attract most of the recent work done in the field.
The supply side was first proposed by Schumpeter
[18]. Kuznets [6] also stressed the importance of different impact of 1) technological innovations and 2) a selection mechanism based on competitive advantage.
Pasinetti [9,10] demonstrates that growth rates depend on
productivity rates. Montobbio [2] shows aggregate productivity growth can be achieved without technological
change at the firm level.
This paper follows the supply and demand side factors
approach to structural change. The model includes basic
characteristics of the supply side, especially the influence
of uncertainty, productivity, and social capital and networks on the portfolio shares. In addition, in takes into
account the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. It
evidently shows how growth and structural change can
be achieved simultaneously, without the use of further
assumptions.

3. The Model of Growth, Creative
Equilibrating Events and the Role of
Uncertainty
The preceding analysis sets the basis for the introduction
of a representative agent model based on three fundamental concepts: economic growth, and the two types of
entrepreneurial events, including their basic characteristics. Obviously, this points to a stochastic growth model,
which will include stochastic capital accumulation, capital return specification, and consumer utility maximisation procedures. The model is based on Turnovsky’s [11]
stochastic growth model with an entrepreneurial event.
We consider an economy, where the household and
production sectors are consolidated. The representative
agent consumes output over the period (t , t  dt ) at a
non-stochastic rate Cdt .
The agent distributes his resources between the two
types of entrepreneurial events. This means that he funcIIM
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tions within an environment of perfect information, with
no costs or limitations regarding the initiation of a creative or equilibrating event.
The two types of entrepreneurial events influence
growth rates in different ways. In particular:
a) The role of creative vs. equilibrating events, with
regards to the accumulated flow of output over the period
(t , t  dt ) , is rather different (see description of Equation
(3) below).
b) The two types of entrepreneurial activities face different technologies. Each activity adds to the total production flow in the same way.
Each agent maximizes expected lifetime utility captured
by a standard concave utility function:




E0 U (C )e

 bt

'

''

dt with U (C )  0 and U (C )  0 (1)

0

subject to the stochastic accumulation equation,
dK c  dK e  dY  Cdt

(2)

where:
K c = stock of physical capital devoted to creative entrepreneurial events at time t;
K e = stock of physical capital devoted to equilibrating
events at time t;
dY = flow of output (from both entrepreneurial events)
over the period (t , t  dt ).
The initial stocks of capital are given by K 0c and K 0e .

4. The Mechanics of Growth, Risk an
Structural Change
This section outlines the model. Subsection 4.1 gives the
model’s assumptions; 4.2 is concerned with the stochastic process; 4.3 analyzes the determinants of risk; 4.4
summarizes the findings concerned with the growth
process; last, 4.5 examines the portfolio shares and the
rates of return. Finally, Table 1 presents the findings of
our theoretical analysis.

4.1. The Model’s Assumptions
Besides the basic assumptions, which are:
a) Linearity in production equations;
b) Individuals are risk averse, which implies that
  1  0 , i.e. relatively large elasticity of intertemporal
substitution.
The model adopts the following two additional hypotheses:
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c) rc  re ; i.e. the rate of return on creative entrepreneurial events is larger than that of equilibrating events;
d)  e2   ce , and  c2   ce ; the risk of equilibrating
and creative entrepreneurial events is greater than the
covariance of risk between the two types of events. This
hypothesis is based on the fundamental principle of
portfolio structuring according to which the risk of each
portfolio component is greater than the total portfolio
risk. In other words, since the agent is risk averse, it always makes sense to reduce risk by composing portfolios
that include both types of entrepreneurial events.
e) We assume that the production functions are linear
in their components; that is, that Ye  e K e and Yc   c K c ,
where  e , c the TFP variables in the two production
technologies respectively. There is no a priori reason to
assume that  e   c ; thus the model does not necessarily
assume heterogeneity of the sectors (firms) in terms of
productivity. However, for simplicity reasons the two
productivities are different in notation. The consequences
of identical intersectoral productivity values will be examined later.
Output is assumed to be generated from capital through the following stochastic process:
dY (t )  F ( K e )dt  F ( K c )dt
 H ( K e )dy e  H ( K c )dy c

(3)

Equation (3) has the following interpretation: the
change in total output depends on deterministic events
and stochastic episodes stemming from equilibrating and
creative entrepreneurial activity. F ( K c )  F ( K e ) represent the deterministic effects of creative and equilibrating
events respectively, whereas H(Ke)dye  H(Kc)dyc represent the stochastic events in each category of entrepreneurship.
The stochastic terms in the production function are
based on two crucial assumptions: 1) H ( K i ) , i  e, c
is constant and the shocks enter the production function
additively, 2) or H ( K i )  hK i , i  e, c where the disturbances are proportional to the aggregate capital stock,
thus entering the production function in a multiplicative
way. The assumptions regarding the stochastic disturbance terms are crucial for obtaining tractable, closedform solutions to the optimisation problem.
Stochastic disturbances of creative events are additive
to the model. Equilibrating events, however, enter the
model in a multiplicative function. Thus, according to
this specification, equilibrating events are assumed to
depend on the existing level of capital, whereas creative
events are independent of the stock of capital.
Total capital stock held by the representative agent is
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denoted in the following way:
e

c

K  K  K W

(4)

with the corresponding portfolio shares being
ne 

Ke
Kc
, nc  1  ne 
W
W

(5)

From relationship (5) we see that
K e  ne K , K c  nc K , ne  nc  1 ,
where ne , nc are the corresponding portfolio shares.

4.2. The Stochastic Processes
Capital (K) follows a continuous time stochastic process:

dK   Kdt  Kdk ,

 

(6)

F (K ) C

is the growth rate of capital and
K
K
dk denotes a stochastic component. The properties of
this stochastic component are: E (dk )  0 and

where  

Var(dk )   K2 dt ,  K2 

H2

dRe  re dt  due

dRc  rc dt  duc

(8)

With the variance of the stochastic part being equal to

Var (duc )   c2 dt .
The deterministic parts re dt and rc dt denote the
rates of return on the two types of capital. The stochastic
parts are normally distributed with E (du )  0 and
Var (du )   u2 dt . They represent the risks that the agent
undertakes when he employs capital on equilibrating and
creative entrepreneurship.

4.3. The Determinants of Risk
Theorem 4.3.1: The following relations hold:

 c2   c 2 K2

(Proof available upon request)
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4.4. The Growth Process
The functional form portraying the relationship between
individual entrepreneurial risk and the growth rate of
capital, establishes the mechanism and the necessary
conditions through which the two types of risk influence
the rate of growth in our model. In order to address these
two issues we introduce the following optimisation
problem:


(9)

1

C e

  bt

dt

(10)

dK  Kdt  Kdz

(11)

max E0
C

0

s.t.

(7)

The variance of the stochastic part of (7) is given by
Var (due )   e2 dt
Stochastic real rate of return on capital occupied in
creative events is described through a similar stochastic
process:

 e2   e 2 K2 ,

Theorem 4.3.1 suggests that the two levels of risk associated with entrepreneurial equilibrating and creative
events are directly dependent upon the corresponding
productivity ratio. They are also directly related to the
stochastic part of capital accumulation, described by the
variance. This is consistent with economic intuition since
it implies that economies with small capital accumulation
variance (i.e. low density business cycles) are characterized by low levels of entrepreneurial risk. The positive
relationship between entrepreneurial risk and productivity is also an anticipated outcome since according to
theorem 4.3.1 entrepreneurial risk, and thus the rate of
return, has a positive relationship with productivity.

 y2

K2
 The rate of return on capital occupied in equilibrating entrepreneurship is determined through the following
stochastic process:
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In other words, we want to maximise the expected value
of the following utility function
U (C ) 

1



C  e bt ,     1

(12)

where C is the agent’s consumption and b is the discount rate.
The following result plays an essential role in the study
of the comparative statics.
Theorem 4.4.1: In equilibrium the following hold:
2


1 1 
    (  1) ,
2  e 
 e2
2


1 1 
    (  1)
2
2  c 
 c

(13)

(Proof available upon request)
The effect of entrepreneurial risk on growth depends on
the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. When large
(i.e.   1 ) the effect of risk on growth is positive. When
  1 then the effect is negative. This effect also depends
on the reciprocal of productivity ratio, where the larger
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the productivity the smaller its influence on growth. This
fact is demonstrated in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.4.2: The following inequalities are valid:


 0,
0
(14)
2
 e
 c2

s.t.

Moreover, in both cases, entrepreneurial risk has a direct
relationship with the aggregate capital stock and an inverse relationship with productivity. The greater the
quantity of aggregate capital, the larger the influence of
risk on growth. On the other hand, the larger the productivity in the economy, the weaker the influence of risk on
growth. In other words the greater the average ratio in the
economy, the greater is the risk influence, as the financial
theory suggests. On the other hand, the larger the productivity in the economy is, the smaller the effect of risk on
growth. Different sector productivity levels imply differences on their impact on growth. Thus, if  e   c , that is
the productivity ratio in the equilibrating sector is greater
than the productivity ratio in the creative sector, then if
risk increases (decreases) by the same amount in both
sectors, the impact on growth will be smaller (larger) for
the equilibrating events vs. the creative events.

with

(15)

Dividing by  we get
dK dYe dYc C


 dt 
K
K
K K
dY
dY C
C
 ne ee  nc cc  dt  ne (dRe )  nc (dRc )  dt 
K
K
K
K
(16)
C
 renedt  ne due  rc nc dt  nc duc  dt 
K
C
C


  re ne  rc nc   dt  nedue  nc duc   rene  rc nc   dt  dk
K
K



with, ne  nc  1 . We can easily prove that the variance
of this stochastic process satisfies the relation
(17)

where  ce is the covariance of dRe and dRc .
This is a standard portfolio construction statement. As
we have already seen above, the variances of equilibrating and creative events are connected with the covariance of the  ce with the basic relation of  e2   ce
2

and  c   ce
The original optimisation problem is transformed to
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C  e  bt dt ,

   1

dK 
C
  re ne  rc nc  dt  dk
K 
K

(18)

(19)

ne  nc  1

(20)

 K2  ne2 e2  nc2 c2  2ne nc ce

(21)

Theorem 4.5.1: The first-order conditions for the optimisation problem can be written as follows
1


b  (re ne  rc nc )   (  1) K2
1/ (  1)
2

(22)
( )
1 
  1
C
   
K



(  1)(nc c2  ne ce )  rc 
K 

 
nc  ne  1

By using the stochastic accumulation equation we have
successively shown:

 K2  ne2 e2  nc2 c2  2ne nc ce

1





(  1)(ne e2  nc ce )  re 

4.5. Portfolio Shares and Rates of Return of
Entrepreneurial Events

dK  dY  Cdt  dYe  dYc  Cdt



0

E0 

max

C, n c , n e


K 

  
where ne , nc , C are the maximum achieved values of
ne , nc , C , and  is the Lagrange multiplier, related to
the equation nc  ne  1 .

(Proof available upon request)
These above equations describe the solution of our optimisation problem. For the sake of the appearances, in
the next paragraphs we will omit the hat symbol. The
reader should keep in mind that we refer to the optimal
values. Let us now assume that the quantities
ne , nc , re , rc are functions of  e2 . Differentiating the above equations, (proof on request), with respect to  e2 , we
get:
(  1)ne2
ne
,
(24)


2(rc  re )
 e2
(  1)ne2
nc


2(rc  re )
 e2
re
 e2

 (  1)ne 
rc
 e2



(25)

(  1) 2 ne2 ( e2   ce )
(26)
2(rc  re )

(  1) 2 ne2 ( ce   c2 )
2(rc  re )

(27)
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Accordingly for the special case where the quantities
ne , nc , re , rc are considered as functions of the variable

 c2 , we get:
ne
 c2
nc
 c2
re
 c2
rc
 c2



(





(  1)nc2
,
2(rc  re )

(  1)nc2
2(rc  re )

 1) 2 nc2 ( e2

 (  1)nc 

  ce )
2(rc  re )

We are now ready to obtain our next results:
Theorem 4.5.2:
If rc  re then
ne

(28)

 e2

(30)

(  1) 2 nc2 ( ce   c2 )
(31)
2(rc  re )

 0,

ne
 0,
 c2

(29)

From the comparative statics presented above we conclude that there are three variables that play a significant
role: 1) the difference between the rates of return on the
two entrepreneurial activities, which is reciprocal to the
degree of structural change, 2) the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, which is directly related to structural
change, and 3) the existing portfolio share, which has a
strong impact because of the exponent. The larger the
difference between the two rates of return (creative vs.
equilibrating activities), the smaller the effect of structural change is expected to be. It is also noted that the
larger the intertemporal rate of substitution, the larger the
value of return (   1 ) and thus, the larger the extent of
structural change. Finally, the greater the portfolio share,
the larger the effect of entrepreneurial risk on portfolio
shares will be.
The involvement of portfolio share on structural
change requires further elaboration. The influence of
existing portfolio shares refers to the concept of network
effects and social capital accumulation. The larger the
portfolio shares, the greater the effects on entrepreneurial
activity, the larger is the social capital employed in the
production function, and the greater the influences on
sectoral growth.
Regarding the impact of entrepreneurial risk on the
rates of return, the analysis becomes more complicated.
The factors mentioned above still play a significant role,
as in the case of portfolio shares. In addition, there are
two more terms which appear to affect this relationship.
These are the difference  e2   ce for the equilibrating
events and the difference  ce   c2 for the creative
events. In both cases, the central principle of portfolio
construction holds. That is, the risk involved in equilibrating and creative entrepreneurial events is greater than
the covariance between the two types of risk. The greater
the magnitude of these differences the larger the degree
to which risk affects the rates of return.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes
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nc

0

(32)

nc
0
 c2

(33)

 e2

Proof: Obvious from the above formulas and the fact
that   1  0 .
These results are particularly interesting regarding the
impact of risk on portfolio shares in the two entrepreneurial activities. Due to the difference in the rates of return
between creative and equilibrating events, the higher
level of risk involved in creative events directs total entrepreneurial activity more towards equilibrating activities than creative ones. The opposite also holds. So the
level of risk essentially determines the nature of the entrepreneurial activity adopted (creative-equilibrating). In
the case where both types of risk are in high levels, one
should expect equilibrating entrepreneurship to dominate
creative entrepreneurship. This fact will also have a positive effect on economic growth. This result influences
the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, making agents
more willing to give up consumption stemming from the
equilibrating sector rather than the creative sector. As a
matter of fact, the two conditions, rc > re and γ < 1,
should coincide if the particular type of structural change
takes place. If one of the above two relationships changes
direction, then one condition could offset the other. Thus,
for a steady-state situation, the larger the reward of creative entrepreneurship the less the required intertemporal
elasticity of substitution.
Finally, we test the relationship between entrepreneurial risk and the economy’s growth rate, without distinguishing between the two types of entrepreneurship. In
essence, we accept that
Theorem 4.5.3: If

then:

rc  re and  e2   ce ,  c2   ce
re
 0,
 e2

rc
0
 e2

(34)

Proof: Obvious from the above formulas and the fact
that   1  0 .
Theorem 4.5.4: If rc  re and

then:

re
 0,
 c2

 e2   ce ,  c2   ce

rc
?0
 c2

(35)

Proof: Obviously by the above formulas and the fact
that   1  0 .
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Theorem 4.5.5: If   1 we have at the equilibrium:

(36)
0
 K2
Proof: Indeed, from equation (37) we have:
1 
C  b K    K  K  1 



1 2 2
 K K  (  1) K   2  0
2

which means that


 K2



1
(  1)  0
2

(37)

(38)
Thus it is proved that risk and growth are positively
related.
Table 1 presents the findings from the preceding
analysis. We concentrate on the results regarding the
effect of both types of entrepreneurial events on growth
rate, portfolio shares, and rates of return.
a) The effect of a change in equilibrate risk
In equilibrating events, risk has a positive relationship
with the corresponding rate of return. In turn, it has a
negative relationship with the rate of return of the equilibrating events. In this case, the portfolio share of equilibrating entrepreneurial events will increase against the
portfolio share of creative events and eventually the
growth rate will increase. Otherwise, a decrease in equilibrating entrepreneurship risk, decreases the rate of
return and the portfolio share of equilibrating events. The
total growth rate in this case will fall.
b) The effect of a change in creative risk
An increase (decrease) in the risk of a creative entrepreneurial event will increase (decrease) the corresponding rate of return while having the opposite effect on the
rate of return of an equilibrating event. However the increase (decrease) in the risk of a creative event will
shrink the corresponding portfolio share and will increase (decrease) the portfolio share of equilibrating
events. Eventually, the total rate of growth will increase
(decrease). The above comments hold when the creative
risk influences positively the rate of return of creative
events.
c) How the portfolio share of creative entrepreneurial
events could be increased
Evidently, any kind of increase in risk will increase
the portfolio share of equilibrating events. Then the question arises regarding the conditions that need to hold in
order for the portfolio share of creative events to increase.
Two mutually exclusive conditions can provide the conditions for the creative portfolio share to be increased.
The first is that the rate of return of creative events is less
than the rate of return of equilibrating events. In other
words, the creative sector expands when the risk becomes smaller than the level of the risk of equilibrating
events. The second refers to the intertemporal elasticity
Copyright © 2010 SciRes

of substitution. The lower its value, the larger the portfolios share of the creative events. This last result should
be evaluated in the light of the fact that the model pinpoints the direction in the change of the basic variables
as we depart from the equilibrium point and for very
small changes. Thus, an increase in the high (by definition) risk of creative events reduces their portfolio share.
d) The question of possible uniformity of growth
Equations (24–25) and (26–31) imply that uniform
growth can be achieved when the existing portfolios of
the two entrepreneurial events are equal. Since this is a
rare situation, we conclude that risk will exercise
non-uniform influences on the different portfolio shares.

5. Conclusions
This paper explores the fundamental growth question
regarding which forces and under what conditions the
obstacles to sustainable growth can be removed. The
answer focuses on the role of uncertainty. The outcome
of the analysis underlines the fact that uncertainty affects
growth and structural change. In turn, structural change
impacts growth, if the agent follows the basic principles
of portfolio construction.
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Appendix A. Tables
Table 1. Summary of theoretical findings the relation
among growth, portfolio shares, rates of return, and risk of
two types of entrepreneurial events.

dK
  dt  dk
K

This is a classical stochastic optimal control problem.
We define V ( K , t )  max Et
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Appendix B. Proof of theorem 4.3.1 (for the
reviewers only)
We shall work with the first relation, dK  dY  Cdt . We
suppose that Ye   e K e ,  e a constant during the period (t , t  dt ) and thus  e is the productive ratio for
the equilibrating events. This means that Ye  e ne K .
We know that dRe 

dYe
. Using the Ito’s Lemma and
Ke

equation (6) we get:

dYe   e ne Kdt   e ne Kdk and thus

dYe dYe

  e dt   e dk
K e ne K

We know that dRe 
tion

7

we

have:

dYe
Ke

(40)

2
e

2
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and thus by means of equaVar ( du e )  Var ( e dk )
2
e

(43)

(44)

The value of C where the maximum is achieved,

denoted by C , must make (44) equal to zero. This is the
well-known Bellman equation with X ( K ) as the unknown function. In order to solve it, we postulate a solution of the form: X ( K )  K  . Substituting this solution
for (44), we have:

1 
1
C  bK   KK  1   K2 K 2 (  1) K   2  0 (45)
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Substituting now for this equation the relation (9), we
get
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(46)

Finally, by differentiating (46), with respect to  e2 and

rewriting  instead of  we get
2

or

 dt    dt which means that     . Working
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K 2
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K

similarly, we take the second equation, too.

Appendix C. Proof of theorem 4.4.1 (for the
reviewers only)


1 1
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(47)

which means that
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1 1 
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Similarly, we can prove that
2


1 1 
       1
2
2  c 
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We have to deal with the following problem:

max E0 
C



1

0



C  e  bt dt , -     1
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and the theorem has been established.
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Appendix D. Proof of theorem 4.5.1 (for the
reviewers only)
We have to solve the following optimisation problem.
 1
max E0 
C  e  bt dt ,
     1 (50)
0

C,n c , ne



s.t.
dK 
C
  re ne  rc nc  dt  dk
K 
K

(51)

with
ne  nc  1

 K2  ne2 e2  nc2 c2  2ne nc ce
(52)
This is a classical stochastic optimal control problem;
to solve it we shall follow Turnovsky [11]. The corresponding Lagrangian expression to be maximised is:
e bt

1





V 
C  V
  re ne  rc nc   K

t 
K  K

(53)
1 2 2  2V
 [1  nc  ne ]
KK
2
K 2
We assume now that the unknown function V ( K , t ) , has
the separable form V ( K , t )  e bt X ( K ) , we substitute this
value into (53) and we put then, the partial derivatives of
the resulting expression, with respect to the variables
C , ne , nc ,  , equal to zero. We shall take:
C  1  X K
rc KX K  (nc c2  ne ce ) K 2 X KK    0
re KX K  (ne e2  nc ce ) K 2 X KK    0

(54)
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These equations determine the optimal values:
C
, ne , nc ,  as functions of X K , X KK . Furthermore,
K
substituting once more, the values we got above, for the
relation (53) and cancelling the term e bt we take the
Bellman equation:

 
1 
  C  

C  bX ( K )  re ne  rc nc    KX K 



 K 

(55)
1 2 2
 K K X KK  0
2
where denotes optimised value. To solve the Bellman
equation we postulate a solution of the form
X ( K )  K  , where the coefficient δ can be determined.
Substituting this into the Bellman equation and the equations (54), we perform some manipulations:
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and the theorem has been established.
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